SlashNext Complete™
Integrated cloud security platform for email, mobile, and web to stop threats and exploits in Microsoft 365, Zoom, Teams, Slack and other messaging channels.

Complete 360° Multi-Channel Security for the Modern Workforce

SlashNext Complete™ delivers next-generation, multi-channel phishing protection through patented AI-powered detection for 99.9% accuracy and 48-hour time-to-detection advantage to offer patient-zero protection in real-time.

SlashNext’s cloud and on-device AI-powered detection stops spear phishing, social engineering, and other targeted human threats across popular communication channels and collaboration apps, including LinkedIn, SMS, Slack, Zoom, and others. Only SlashNext protects organizations from these malicious threats launched from legitimate, trusted sites that easily evade current SEG, proxy, SASE, and endpoint security tools.

SlashNext Cloud Email Security
Preemptively remove 65% more threats from user inbox

SlashNext Browser Security
To protect all professional and personal communication

SlashNext Mobile Security
For SMS and Text protection and all other apps

SIMPLE
Purpose built for Microsoft 365 with quick API-based integration for on-click set up in 15 minutes or less.

POWERFUL
Stop all types of threats from reaching users with advanced BEC detection, files inspection and zero-hour link protection.

FAST ROI
Better protection at a lower cost of ownership for a quick return on investment.
A Complete Cloud Security Platform to Stop the Most Evasive Threats in Real-Time

Integrated Cloud Email Security for Microsoft 365
powerful protection that stops credential stealing, BEC, spear-phishing, legitimate link compromise, social engineering scams, ransomware and malware in real-time with fast 99.9% detection rates and one in 1 million false positive rate for confidence in remediation.

Integrated Mobile Security
Stop smishing and business text compromise against the broadest range of link based and natural language threats in any mobile application. Available for business, BYOD and home devices. On-device machine learning offers users detection without giving up privacy.

Integrated Browser Security
Integrated browser extension stop zero-hour link and exploit threat in all web messaging apps, including email, ads, social media, search, collaboration platforms, and more. By blocking malicious sites in real-time, SlashNext protects users from more zero-hour threats including those that evade multi-layer enterprise defenses.

BEC Generative AI Threats Insight
Detailed insights of BEC attacks stopped with advanced BEC detection.

Multi-Channel Protection
Detect threats in real-time across Outlook, LinkedIn, WhatsApp, Telegram, Slack, Teams, and others messaging channels.

Unified Security
Detailed insights of BEC attacks stopped with advanced BEC detection.

About SlashNext
SlashNext protects the modern workforce from malicious messages across all digital channels. SlashNext Complete™ integrated cloud messaging security platform utilizes patented HumanAITM technology with 99.9% accuracy to detect threats in real-time to stop zero-hour threats in email, mobile, and web Messaging Apps across M365, Gmail, LinkedIn, WhatsApp, Telegram, Slack, Teams, and others messaging channels. Take advantage of SlashNext’s Integrated Cloud Messaging Security for email, browser, and mobile to protect your organization from data theft and financial fraud breaches today.

Schedule a real-time threat observability assessment at www.slashnext.com/email-threat-observability/
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